THE HANDBOOK: WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
“The competition is insane! That’s some pretty cracking engagement so far on Twitter,
105 retweets and counting… So pleased! Thanks so much for your help on this!”
Steven Brown, Group Marketing Co-ordinator, ETM Group
“The Handbook is an excellent resource which we use for promoting all of our venues.
It brings in increased events bookings and exposure - there is nothing else quite like it
and we renew annually.”
Mark Fuller, Restauranter and Hotelier
“We list a number of our D&D venues on The Handbook. It’s a brilliant resource
for getting us events bookings from high profile clients.”
Amanda Dobinson, Marketing Director, D&D London
“Thanks so much for the amazing coverage, we have received a number of enquiries
and bookings off the back of it.”
Alvin Caudwell, Head of Press, Caprice Holdings
“Thanks again for the review and the mail-out on Wednesday, it definitely worked as we
have had loads of calls from guests booking tables and 8 new events booking enquiries!
Great work and big thanks to The Handbook team.”
Jorge Santos, Marketing Operations, Maxwell’s Restaurant Group
“Thank you for the weddings piece, we had numerous enquiries off the back of it.
Please can you include us again next year?”
Sarah Weller, Events Manager, Hampton Court Palace
“Thank you again for featuring the lululemon event after such short notice - we saw a
marked spike in ticket sales as a result, so a massive thank you! Reflects the true power
of The Handbook!
Corinna Field, Founder, Corinna Field PR

THE HANDBOOK: WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY
“Sending over huge thank yous and hugs! A great piece and one happy client!”
Daniella Lee, Senior Account Executive, essence PR
“Your website has been hugely beneficial to me, I have found two rooftop bars from there
which he held our work drinks for 30 of us… a HUGE success!”
Milly Davis, PA to CFOO, MoneyCorp Exchange Experts
“I cannot recommend The Handbook’s service highly enough. The website is clean, concise
and extremely easy to navigate around. The Handbook opens new doors and allowed us to
explore opportunities that were previously unattainable. A real must have for any charity!”
Richard Fogelman, CEO, Grief Encounter charity
“I just wanted to send a note to say how wonderful your site is! I have written to a number
of celebrity agents and publicists and have received responses from several of them
already. I work for a small charity and the input of celebrities makes a huge difference.”
Andrea Tennant, Events & Corporate Fundraising Coordinator, Taralye charity
“The Handbook previously covered a Pin Drop event with Lionel Shriver at BAFTA in May,
from which we received a fantastic response.”
Anita Lawlor, Pin Drop Studio, event coverage for BAFTA
“The Handbook has been really instrumental in aligning our brand with some really
awesome influencers in the world of TV and sports - the likes of Conor McGregor,
Amir Khan, Louis Theroux and Alan Carr. Great work and we are really pleased to
have found you guys.”
Navid Salimian, Marketing Director, Claudio Lugli menswear

